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Stop searching,
start finding.
Ocean lnsights’ Container Schedules Services provides comprehensive insights and
transparency on Sailing Schedules of all
major shipping lines. Find port-to-port and
vessel schedules or analyze the global
service network through our web platform
or bespoke data services. The data includes
information on slot partners and alliances,
making informed decisions easy.
Our expert team of data analysts constantly
monitors and quality-assures the upstream
data, providing you with information you can
really rely on.

Market Intelligence
for Operations
and Strategic Planning
More than 50 shipping lines
covered already
Over 10.000 services with more
than 140.000 service voyages
available
Port-to-port schedules of all major
shipping lines including transshipments and feeder connections,
as well as up-to-date vessel schedules and global carrier service
networks within one tool
Full information on voyages, services and partners, including vessel master data and TEU capacities

Port-To-Port Schedules
(P2P)
Our unique “reverse engineering” approach
to schedules, applies a unique algorithm that
takes the vessels’ schedules into account
and generates the smartest connections
from A to B, independent of published carrier
schedules. Multiple filter options can be set
in order to receive the desired search results.

P2P users benefit from
being able to:
Find more “invisible” connections
that may not appear on the shipping line’s website
Find more and faster connections
with less transhipments compared
to the shipping line’s website
Track schedule updates & changes
(available for data file consumers)
Filter search by transit times
Filter search by shipping line
View the complete service information including transhipment
locations

“Using this tool is
changing the way we
do contracts. We are
more flexible in using not only multiple
ports but also more
carriers. We’re finding
routings carriers don’t
offer us …”
Tim Crumley,
VP Global Logistics,
Sysco International Foods

Outstanding data coverage
Over 96% of the world’s sailing routes and
schedules in one consolidated service,
allowing time-saving research and comparison
Potential saving in freight rates, thanks to
alternative options on the same vessel
Market transparency for operations planning, global supply-chain optimization as
well as tender and allocation management
Intuitive web app with smart filter options,
API data service for in-house software
integration and data sets for TMS systems

Blank Sailings
With our Blank sailing tool you will always be
able to detect all cancelled sailings up to six
weeks in advance for all major alliance service pools and carriers. Whether for cancelled
scheduled weekly sailing or non-departures
for a week, with our blank sailing tool you will
be much better prepared for negative surprises/impacts to your supply-chain so that you
can take action before things go wrong …
All three major alliances covered with all
service pools (THE, Ocean, ONE)
All blank sailings up to six weeks in advance

Vessel Schedules
More than 5000 active vessel schedules
available with all port rotations and eta
+ etd dates
Compare all official and hidden associated vessel and slot sharing partners
with their operational sailing schedules
Remain up to date on schedule and performance differences between vessel
sharing partners
All vessel master data available, such
as IMO number, Flag, Reefer plugs and
TEU capacity data

Stay up to date of any blank sailing changes by applying smart filter options
www.project44.com
www.ocean-insights.com

Service Network Explorer
More than 10.000 active services available
with a huge range of relevant service master
data, such as:
Trade lane
Departure frequency
Alliance information
Service TEU capacity
Associated service loops and service
partners (official & hidden)
Compare all marketing transit time tables
and departure dates from all service partners
The comparison of marketing (original)
schedules and operational schedules has
never been easier

All-in-one solution
Blank Sailings: daily updates on
blank sailings for the major alliances, with statistics
Millions of port-to-port schedules
from 50+ container carriers, updated daily
Details on alliance, service and
vessels
Vessel schedules
Service Network: Port rotation,
trade lane, frequency, TEU capacity and vessel sharing data for
more than 5000 services
Blazing fast. Comprehensive filtering options. All the information
you need for operational and strategical planning in one package.
Superior data quality and consistency through our outstanding
technology and data research

“Our team is impressed with your web application ‘Container Sailing Schedules’. In a brief time, we were able to
easily see the ease of use. Its a comprehensive data set
that is very useful for our planning department.”
Leading Global Electrical Systems Manufacturer

Ocean Insights was founded in Rostock,
Germany. Our goal is to change the way
shippers and carriers experience transportation visibility. We pioneered the combining of
container liner schedules and carriers’ container tracking information with neutral AIS
vessel tracking data. This allows our customers to plan and monitor operations on a level
never experienced before. With a strong IT
focus and an expert team of data analysts,
we take pride in supporting our customers
and showing the guiding thread in a field
where data is often hardly available and even
less often comparable. To learn more, visit
www.ocean-insights.com.

Project44 solves some of the world’s most
critical logistics challenges by connecting,
automating, and providing real-time visibility into global transportation processes.
With project44’s cloud-based platform,
organizations can increase operational efficiencies, reduce costs, improve shipping
performance, and deliver an exceptional,
Amazon-like experience to their customers. project44 supports all transportation
modes and shipping types, including air,
parcel, final-mile, less-than-truckload,
volume less-than-truckload, groupage,
truckload, rail, intermodal, and ocean. To
learn more, visit www.project44.com.

Increase your efficiency and profitability!
getintouch@ocean-insights.com

